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The invariance of various de6nitions proposed for the energy and momentum of the gravitational 6eld
is examined. We use the boundary conditions that g„„approaches the Lorentz metric as 1/r, but allow g„,
to vanish as slowly as 1/r. This permits "coordinate waves. " It is found that none of the expressions giving
the energy as a two-dimensional surface integral are invariant within this class of frames. In a frame con-
taining coordinate waves they are ambiguous, since their value depends on the location of the surface at
infinity (unlike the case where g„„, vanishes faster than 1/r). If one introduces the prescription of space-time
averaging of the integrals, one finds that the de6nitions of Landau-Lifshitz and Papapetrou-Gupta yield
(equal) coordinate-invariant results. However, the definitions of Einstein, Mliller, and Dirac become
unambiguous, but not invariant.
The averaged Landau-Lifshitz and Papapetrou-Gupta expressions are then shown to give the correct
physical energy-momentum as determined by the canonical formulations Hamiltonian involving only the
two degrees of freedom of the 6eld. It is shown that this latter de6nition yields that inertial energy for a
gravitational system which would be measured by a nongravitational apparatus interacting with it. The
canonical formalism's de6nition also agrees with measurements of gravitational mass by Newtonian means at
spacial in6nity. It is further shown that the energy-momentum may be invariantly calculated from the
asymptotic form of the metric 6eld at a fixed time.
I. INTRODUCTION'
A GREAT number of diferent forms for the stress-tensor of the gravitational field have been given
since Einstein's original pseudotensor. ' While it may be
argued whether the energy-momentum density is mean-
ingful locally, one would at least expect that the inte-
grated value, i.e., the total energy-momentum P'I' of a
system, would have an unambiguous significance. The
total PI" of an isolated system should be a physically
measurable quantity; for such a system, space is
asymptotically Qat, and one can then measure PI" by
conventional methods entirely at spatial infinity. On the
other hand, one does not have any clear-cut de6nition
for PI" in situations where one cannot introduce
asymptotically rectangular coordinate frames. Thus, we
shall require g„„ to approach the Lorentz metric p„„at
spatial in6nity. More precisely, we shall require here
that g„„—r)„„1/r, since in that case we shall see that
the energy is finite. LNote that we also forbid a behavior
of the type g„„rl„„g/r since g„„w—ould not approach
p„„at spatial infinity in every Lorentz frame. Similarly,
g//rs is considered to go as 1/r.) Further, one desires that
PI' be invariant under aQ coordinate transformations
which preserve these boundary conditions and do not
PI" should transform as a four-vector. Our boundary
conditions have not stated that g„,, should behave as
1/rs at infinity; in fact, it is most natural simply to re-
quire that g„., also vanish as 1/r. For example, we thus
allow the metric to decrease as (e"*)/r.
The asymptotic domain, as employed here, is de6ned
by letting r approach in6nity for 6xed time, and is a
region in which there is a negligible Qux of gravitational
radiation. By contrast, in a previous paper, IVb, a wave
zone was defined in which asymptotic relations were
also studied. There, however, since the Aux of radiation
was the object of interest, one had to verify that
asymptotic expressions were good approximations for
values of r where radiation was significant. To achieve
desired accuracy, it was often required to move out
along the light cone, which meant increasing t as well as
r. In this paper we are dealing with the region beyond
the wave front, this boundary representing the largest
distance at which the Aux is appreciable. Such a bound-
ary must, of course, exist in order that the energy of the
system be finite.
Let us now examine the various proposed expres-
sions' ' for PI" within the above framework. A common
characteristic of all' these is that they can be cast into the
involve Lorentz transformations at In6nity. Of course,
~ See reference (6) for the surface integral form of the Einstein
under rigid Lorentz rotations of the asymptotic frame, expressipn
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form of a two-dimensional surface integral at spatial
in6nity. "
Pf"= dS;H~' g p,g„, ,
Physically, this property expresses the fact that the
total energy can be measured by gravitational means,
e.g., from the Newtonian potential at in6nity. This
surface integral form allows one to discuss invariance
questions using only the asymptotic forms of the trans-
formations. Similarly, H&' may be expanded in terms of
the asymptotic values of g„„and g„„, . The leading term
is, in all cases, linear in g„„, . Clearly, this term must go
as 1/r' in order that P& be at all defined. In Sec. II, we
shall show that, in spite of the fact that g„„1/r, the
linear term in most of the proposed expressions does
behave as 1/r' (the 1/r parts having cancelled out). This
will be seen to occur as a consequence of the field equa-
tions. However, one must clearly also examine the
quadratic terms in H~' since they too contribute 1/r'
terms in the surface integral. These quadratic terms are
important in investigating the invariance of P&. We
shall find that voce of the proposed surface integral ex-
pressions are then invariant. However, it will be seen
that a prescription can be given for some of these ex-
pressions which does make them yield an invariant value
of P& in any allowed frame. This prescription will in-
volve averaging over spatial (and in most cases also
time) regions at infinity so that the e8ects of "coordi-
nate waves" (which we will see g„„—q„. e'&"/r intro-
duces) are eliminated and the integrals become well-
de6ned. Section 3 is devoted to showing that the P& thus
defined is indeed the correct energy-momentum vector of
the system. We shall start from the basic de6nition of
the energy of any physical system, which is provided by
the numerical value of the generator of time translations
for a given field configuration. For such a generator to
represent the energy of a system, it must, of course, be
given in a "Heisenberg representation. "This last term
is used in the same sense as in quantum mechanics to
indicate that the field variables carry all. the time de-
velopment of the system, in contrast to. the Hamilton-
Jacobi ("Schrodinger" ) representation. (Thus, in the
latter, where H=O, one does not associate the Hamil-
tonian with the energy. ) A Heisenberg representation is
normally defined in terms of the variables appearing in
the original Lagrangian, i.e., those which have primary
measurable significance (for example, in terms of rods
and clocks). In general relativity, these variables are the
components g„„ofthe metric (and not some canonically
'0 Greek indexes run from 0 to 3, Latin from 1 to 3; ordinary
differentiation is denoted by a comma or the symbol 8„.We use
units such that j.67ryc 4= 1 =c, where y is the Newtonian constant.
Notation differs in one respect from that of previous papers: If it
is necessary to avoid ambiguity between three- and four-dimen-
sional quantities, metric quantities will be marked as in 'g'&'
(which means the reciprocal of the three-dimensional metric g;;)
rather than marking all four-dimensional quantities as in other
papers.
transformed variables). However, since g„„ involves
information about the coordinate frame (see III) as well
as the dynamical variables, the idea of a Heisenberg
representation in general relativity is more complicated
(and, in fact, allows certain types of coordinate waves to
be present). In IVa, such questions were discussed in
detail. It was shown there that in all Heisenberg repre-
sentations, the numerical values of the respective Hamil-
tonians (which then represent the energy) agree for a
given physical situation. I rom this basic definition of
the energy and momentum, we will see here that an
invariant expression for energy and momentum can be
obtained directly from the asymptotic form of the
metric. It is then shown that this P& is indeed the same
as that given by the surface integral expressions which
are invariant when the averaging prescription is im-
posed, justifying the validity of the latter.
~~ gsi, i gii, ~ ~ (2.1)
while Mlsller's expression is
d~& goo, &—go. ,o- (2.2)
Under the coordinate transformation x'&=g&+ p'(g),
the metric, to first order, changes to g„„'=g„„—p„„—p„„
(where $„=g„„g").Thus, the integral (2.2) remains un-
changed for transformations involving only x', which
was Mpller's purpose in constructing it. However, for
transformations involving the time as well, expression
(2.2) can be altered by arbitrary amounts even if the
g„„ in the two frames are asymptotically O(1/r'). The
change in Eq. (2.1) to first order is
so that for any g&, Eq. (2.1) is unaltered. To first order,
it is not necessary to transform the 8„ in Eqs. (2.1),
(2.2), since they contribute quadratic terms only. How-
ever, to consider correctly the transformation properties
of even the linear formula (2.1), it is necessary to include
quadratic terms in the transformation law. The rigorous
transformation is given by
II. SURFACE INTEGRALS FOR P&
As mentioned in Sec. I, all expressions for P& can be
written in the surface integral form, Eq. (1.1),where the
integrand H&' must be considered up to quadratic terms
in g„„—p„,. We begin, therefore, by examining the
coordinate transformation properties of the linear terms,
restricting ourselves to P' for simplicity. All but
Mgller's definition yield, to this order,
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where h„„'=g„„'—p„„. The boundary conditions on g„„
and g„„' require that p&,.=O(1/r) asymptotically.
Before discussing the effects of quadratic terms in P',
we will show that the surface integrals for P' are finite
even in frames with g„„, 1/r. Clearly the quadratic
contributions to H"' (which go as 1/r2) give finite sur-
face integrals. It is necessary, therefore, to consider only
the linear terms given by Eq. (2.1).The right-hand side
of Eq. (2.1) is invariant to first order, and the quadratic
terms in the coordinate transformations give at most
1/rs contributions (and thus again finite effects in the
surface integral). Hence, one need only prove the
finiteness of the right-hand side of Eq. (2.1) in one
frame to establish the theorem. We use as the reference
frame with coordinates x&', one whose properties have
been studied in previous papers. It is defined by the
coordinate conditions"
P~= dS; II", (2.8a)
where the surface is taken over the sphere of radius r =R
at time t=O. This surface may be specified by the
equation x&= f)'(8, dt)) In th. e reference frame, one has
quadratic terms in the transformation law (2.4) and in
the various expressions I1I', but also transport terms
which arise in taking the integrals of III"' over different
surfaces in different frames, In order to consider these
systematically, it is helpful to first outline the calcula-
tion for a general H&'. We wish to compare the expres-
sion for PI" in an arbitrary frame x&, with that in the
reference frame (2.5), denoted by x"'=x&+(&(x).In the
general frame, PI" is given by
where
0 (2.5a) P"= dS ' G~" (2.8b)
~di= ( 4g)-', (4PO g 4PO sgys)sgdi sgjtlL (2 5b)
is essentially g;; 0. In terms of the orthogonal decomposi-
tion (see, for example, III)
h;, =h;, TT+h;; T+ (h;,+h;;), (2.6)
and h;dT= ', $b,;hT—id' 'h—T, ;;), the coordinate conditions
(2.5) read h =0=2rT'. The constraint equations G'„
=—R'„—~5'„E.=O determine h ' according to
q2$Td igd . TT )2+ (~djT. Td)2j+.. . (2 7)
where cubic and higher terms are indicated by
Inverting V' in this equation, it is clear that the com-
ponent hT' of the metric cannot fulfill the 1/r boundary
conditions unless h;; ' and ~'& ' fall off faster than
1/r* Then, .Eq. (2. /) shows that hT' is static" and 1/r,
and that hT, 1/rs but not necessarily static (for
detailed proof, see Appendix A of IVb). If we now insert
Eq. (2.6) into Eq. (2.1), we find that the right-hand side
reduces to —gdS I2T, which is finite. Note that for the
class of frames in which g„„goes faster than 1/r (as has
been assumed in most previous discussions) the quad-
ratic parts of II&' will not contribute to P&; because one
factor in each such term is differentiated, all these
parts of H&' go faster than 1/r2. Further, all the defini-
tions of I's reducing to Eq. (2.1) are coordinate-inde-
pendent within this class of frames. For the P „which
enter in these transformations go faster than 1/r, so that
quadratic terms in the transformation of Eq. (2.1) are
also negligible, while the linear invariance has already
been demonstrated.
In treating coordinate transformations through quad-
ratic order, it is necessary to consider not only the
"As was shown in III, this frame may be constructed at least
in an iteration expansion.
"That the coeKcient of 1/r in h~' is independent of time follows
from the fact that it represents the total Hamiltonian which is a
constant of the motion (see III). An alternate derivation of this is
given here at the end of Appendix C.
where the integration is over the surface x&'= f&(8,dt))
which is again a sphere of radius r'=E at time t'=0.
When the equations of the respective surfaces are
substituted into the integrals (2.8), one sees that
dS;(8,~t)=dS, '(8, d)2). The integrands can be related as
follows:
H"'(*=f)=H""(*=f+f)+(»)"', (2.9a)
where (»)&' stands for all tensor transformation terms
through quadratic order. We shall view it as a function
of g„„' and g&. Note that all functions in Eq. (2.9a) are
evaluated at the same point, i.e., x&= f& which is also
x"'= f)'+$& Since, in E. q. (2.8b), H&"(x'= f) appears,
we expand to obtain"
Hs'(, =f) =Hs" (, =f)
+&.H"'.-'(* =f)+(»)"'. (2.9b)
Inserting Eq. (2.9b) into (2.8a), one finds
P P'+fdS; 8"'.'P+=f dS;(did) ' (2.1,0).
Thus one has an invariant PI" only if the last two terms
in Eq. (2.10) vanish.
In computing the terms in Eq. (2.10), we will find it
convenient to distinguish two classes of functions,
"static" and "oscillatory. " These terms denote, re-
spectively, functions whose derivatives go faster, on the
same order, respectively, as the function itself, e.g., t/r
or e'2'/r. In particular, the requirement g& „1/r is
consistent either with a static $& such as" p 2);&/r or
"More precisely, for "static" p (defined in the next paragraph),
which do not vanish at inlnity, one should keep all terms in the
Taylor expansion, since the transport is now a 6nite distance.
However, the higher terms can be treated precisely like the first
order term retained in Kq. (2.9b). Alternately, one can treat
directly the Gnite quantity H&"(f+()—H&"(f) ~
'4 For example, the type p~xd/r occurs in transforming be-
tween isotropic and Schwarzschild coordinates.
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lnr, or with oscillatory g& like e'0*/r which is the
prototype of a coordinate wave. Upon transforming
away from the reference frame (2.5), where h; =0= m ~',
one has
Ii;,; f;,;, m™—2( ii,
which shows how coordinate waves may make a 1/r
contribution in g„„
As the first example, we consider the Einstein
pseudotensor, ' where the full H" is
We start with the (AH) &' term. Our procedure will be to
begin in the reference frame (2.5) and transform out of
it. The quadratic terms arising upon transforming g;; in
the linear part (2.1) from the frame (2.5) to any other
frame have the form of a divergence, e.g. , ($,$,);.
For static $", such terms are clearly 1/r'. For oscillatory
$&, one would obtain (e'"/r'), ; which is 1/r' for q/0.
Such a coordinate wave term makes a nonvanishing,
finite, but ambiguous contribution in P . This contribu-
tion is not well defined because PP depends on the space-
time position of the surface at infinity. However, if one
invokes the ad hae prescription (to be justified in Sec. 3)
that one averages over oscillatory terms, these terms are
set to zero. Of course, oscillatory $& may have a, non-
oscillatory contribution in the product ($;$;)due to
the cancellation of phases, but then the outside deriva-
tive makes the term 1/r' (this is exemplified by the
case q=0 above). Thus averaging will remove all
quadratic divergence terms. However, there are quad-
ratic terms which are rot divergences. The simplest of
these arise upon transforming 8„' in H&". Here we need
only consider the linear parts of H ", since the trans-
formation produces a coeKcient $&,„1/r. However, the
linear part of H "is h, ,' 1/r', so that these terms are
always negligible. The remaining nondivergence terms
of (hH)" arise from the quadratic nondivergence parts
of H
o&oo(&ii, i &ii, i)—&og—ii,o+hoi&ii, o
+ho;ho i, i——',h, ,hi;, i. (2.12)
Before discussing the transformation of these terms, we
note that they do not contribute to P" in the frame
(2.5). As we saw previously, h;iver' goes faster than 1/r&
and h~, ,' 1/r', so h', ;,o goes faster than 1/r. As shown
in Appendix C, hp, » hpp', ;, and h; j', p also go faster than
1/r. Hence, all g„„', of frame (2.5) go faster than 1/r (at
infinity) with the exception of goo', 0. Consequently, the
terms of Eq. (2.12) go faster than 1/r' in the frame
(2.5). However, there exist (oscillatory) transforma-
tions leading out of the reference frame which give a
well-defined nonzero value to this part of gdS, d,H '.
For example, choose @=0and
r '[u, cosk r+k;(a r)r 'sink. r], (2.13)
with a k=0. In the next paragraph we will see that the
third term (the transport term) of Eq. (2.10) does not
contribute to PI' upon averaging. Thus, under coordi-
nate wave transformations, the Einstein pseudotensor
does not give an invariant P'f', even after averaging, due
to the presence of terms (2.12).
Before turning to the other P'& definitions, we prove
that the transport terms do not contribute in any of the
cases under consideration. From the general formj$ H"', 'dS, , we first see that the quadratic terms in
HI', ' cannot contribute. For H&', ' is a divergence, and
hence is 1/r' if the quadratic part of H &' is static, or 1/r'
if oscillatory. In the latter case, only an oscillatory $~
could prevent the product from averaging to zero, but
such a $ is itself 1/r (e.g., e"*/r). The linear terms in
HI'" are always derivatives of g„„',but for the cases we
are considering )the right-hand side of Eq. (2.1) and the
corresponding forms for I"j never involve goo', 0,' hence
by Appendix C this part of H&" goes faster than 1/r
Consequently, if $ 1/r, the product again vanishes
faster than 1/r' If, o.n the other hand, $ is of order
unity (e.g. , & x /r), it must be static; in this case the
oscillatory terms in the linear part of H&', ' vanish upon
averaging while the static terms of this part of H&', ' are
derivatives (8 ) of static g„„', and hence go faster than
1/r' In Ap. pendix A, an alternate proof that the trans-
port term gives no contribution is given, based on the
behavior of the linear terms of H&" as determined by the
field equations.
We turn next to the definition of PI" given by Landau
and Lifshitz':
(2.14)
(H )p-& L(—g)'(g"'n"
+gai~00 gon~yi ~yi~on)] (2 15)
(H'")e=g... g...,= —h „. — (2.16a)
The canonical formalism's H&' expression,
(H&") e —20r'&——(2.16b)
is not a total derivative. However, upon transforming it
from the frame (2.5) according to its definition, one finds
that the averaged (P')e is invariant, as is shown in
Here, we note that H &' is itself a divergence, so that its
quadratic terms all vanish on averaging by the foregoing
discussion. Note that a total time derivative is as
effective as a spatial divergence for this purpose. Thus
the P'I" of Landau-Lifshitz is indeed coordinate invariant
upon averaging.
The above discussion shows that, when H&' is a total
derivative, the quadratic terms do not contribute to the
averaged PI', so that the total P& it defines is invariant
provided the linear parts are invariant. This is a case for
the definition of Papapetrou-Gupta' (P-G) for the Po
derived by the canonical formalism' (C), as well as for
the Landau-Lifshitz definition (2.14). We list the first
two:
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hr, ,+—(h;;—hoo), ',2" (2.18)
(where n is any number) and is coordinate-dependent
linearly, "except for the original Landau-Lifshitz defini-
tion, m=0. One may also generalize the Papapetrou
stress tensor to an infinite class. The EI'" corresponding
to Eq. (2.15) is simply G""=E"" ,g&—" E, li—ne—arized in
terms of g&"=—(—g)&g"". One can see immediately that
this expression Inust be conserved by considering a
frame where g p, ,=0 at a point; then the Bianchi
identities G&",.„=—0 imply that the linear terms in G&"
have identically vanishing ordinary divergence. Thus by
linearizing G&" in terms of g&"—= (—g) "['g&", one obtains
the conserved expressions K(„~&"=H~„~&»'&" ', p, where
[pp][va] —gsvraB+gap~sv gsa~vp gvp~sa
Appendix B.The last-mentioned three definitions of PI',
when averaged, are all equal. "
The Dirac~ H"
(&'*)n= —('g) *('g'g*')
~
(2.17)
clearly is not a divergence. By an analysis similar to the
one performed on the Einstein H", one sees that the
quadratic terms here can also contribute arbitrary
coordinate-dependent amounts after averagi ng. This may
again be shown by the coordinate transformation ex-
ample of Eq. (2.13). Goldberg' has recently discussed
generalizations of the Einstein and Landau-Lifshitz
definitions which involve diferent density properties.
For the Einstein class, one again finds that the quadratic
structures are not invariant. For the Landau-Lifshitz
class, the generalized (H")LL linearizes to
vanish upon space-time averaging. The linear terms of
their H&' are the entire H&' of the canonical expressions,
and their finiteness and invariance after averaging are
therefore established together with those of the canoni-
cal expressions.
IIL IDENTIFICATION OF ENERGY-MOMENTUM
In the previous section it was seen that the usual
surface-integral expressions for P'& were neither well
defined nor invariant under admissible coordinate trans-
formations leaving g „„—g„„1/r.However, the Landau-
Lifshitz, Papapetrou, and canonical formalism defini-
tions could be made invariant (and equal) if one
eliminated the ambiguous terms by a space-time
averaging at infinity. We shall now see that with this
averaging prescription, the above definitions of P& give,
in fact, the physical energy and momentum of a system.
As stated in Sec. I, the energy of a system is the
numerical value of the Hamiltonian (i.e., the generator
of time translations) in a Heisenberg representation. At
the end of this section, we shall see that the total energy
of the full theory as defined in this way agrees with the
energy as measured by experiments which can be ana-
lyzed in Newtonian terms. '7 As was shown in IVa, all
Heisenberg representations yield the same value for the
energy of a system. In particular, we shall arrive at the
energy in terms of the frame (2.5), which, with the
canonical variables g; -~~ and x'&~~ gives a Heisenberg
representation. In this canonical formalism, the Hamil-
tonian density —7'00 is —V'h when the latter quantity
is expressed in terms of the canonical variables by means
of the constraint equations Gs„=o (see III). Thus,
hr =+ (1/V') W'o {1/47'&)J'ds&( K'o), and —one can
read the energy E= Jdsr( K'ss) fr—om the asymptotic
form of h~ according to
hr E/4mr. (3.1)
X(q» q"~ qs"q ~) n~-',—. (2.19)
All these tensors give rise to PI' having the same
coordinate invariance properties as Papapetrou's (n = 1),
since their H(„~&'=H~„)t""& ' are divergences, and
have the same linear form.
Let us summarize the essential arguments of this
section. For the Einstein and Dirac surface integral
expressions, an oscillatory coordinate transformation
(2.13) has been given which maintains the rectangular
boundary conditions but which, in Qat space, leads to
a nonzero result for these averaged surface integrals
(due to the form of the quadratic terms in their H&').
For the Papapetrou and Landau-Lifshitz surface inte-
grals, the quadratic terms in H&' are divergences and so
"The analysis given in IV established the equality (without
averaging) of various energy expressions in frames without
coordinate waves. It did not consider the more general coordinate
systems treated in this paper.
' lt is clear that the reason Eq. (2.18) yields incorrect Schwarzs-
child energies in isotropic coordinates (reference 6) is that the
additional terms there are not coordinate-invariant even linearly.
Note that the constraint equation leads to expression
(3.1) since 9 s falls off faster than 1/r' t see discussion of
Eq. (2.7)j and guarantees the coeKcient of 1/r to be
angle-independent". Having now one unambiguous
method for computing the energy, i.e., using Eq. (3.1)
after transforming to the frame of Eq. (2.5), we next
wish to see how this same energy may be obtained with-
out going to this particular frame. We see immediately
from Eq. (2.4) that the 1/r part of hr is unaffected by
any coordinate transformation preserving the asymp-
totic boundary conditions g„„—q„„1/r (even though
g„., 1/r in the new frame). Thus Eq. (3.1) provides an
invariant way of computing the energy. (As mentioned
in the introduction, frames where g„„, 1/r are of
physical interest since there are Heisenberg representa-
tions where coordinate waves exist with this boundary
condition. An example is given in Sec. 2 of Iva. )
It is now easy to establish that those surface-integral
' That it also gives the correct inertial Qe6nition of energy is
shown in Sec. IP.
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expressions for P' which are invariant when averaged,
correctly give the energy E. By invariance, one need
only check this in the frame (2.5). As was shown in Sec.
II, all these expressions then reduce to Eq. (2.1). The
latter can be converted to a volume integral:
d'r(g —g;,) = d'r( —V2h')
~d' (—v', ), (3.2)
and the last member is correctly the energy.
We next establish that the momentum, as defined by
the generator of spatial translations may be obtained in
any coordinate frame (with g„„—g„„1/r) from the
asymptotic form of m'. As for the energy, this will then
allow us to justify that those definitions of P' which are
invariant when averaged correctly give the momentum.
In III it was seen that the momentum density E'; and
~"are related, in the frame (2.5), by
Equation (3.3) is also obtained by solving the constraint
equations, G'„=0. This equation for m' is essentially a
Poisson equation, and the asymptotic solution is de-
termined by the monopole moment of the source,jd'r 9",=P'. As was th—e case for the energy, the mo-
menturn P' is also a constant of the motion. One finds
7r' (1/4m r) (1/12) [5P'+Q I"j(3.4)'
where Q,;= (3i' xrx'—8;). Thus in frame (2.5), the
momentum is read off from the 1/r part of m'. However,
it is shown in Appendix B that x' is invariant to order
1/r, and hence Eq. (3.4) holds in any frame where
g„„g„„1/r.Next, to—show that the averaged surface
integrals of Sec. II yield the momentum, we need again
merely to establish this in the frame (2.5). In this frame,
the quadratic terms of any II&' are negligible, and all the
II&" expressions which lead to invariant Pl"'s when
averaged differ from —2m" by quadratic terms. We
have then
In Sec. II, the invariance of the averaged PI" was
established for all transformations not involving Lorentz
rotations at spatial infinity, while in this section we have
identified P'I' with energy-momentum. However, the
Landau-Lifshitz and Papapetrou P'I' are manifestly
Lorentz four-vectors. This ensures that the energy-
momentum [defined by Eqs. (3.1), (3.4)jhas the proper
Lorentz transformation properties.
We turn now to the relation between the PI" defined
by the canonical formalism and asymptotic measure-
ments of energy and momentum performed according to
Newtonian definitions, since the latter must be correct
d x'/d& = (—go, o+—goo, )=2goo, , (3.7)
since gp;, p is negligible by the static requirement.
Writing —goo 1— /m8vrr, we see that the mass is the
coeKcient of 1/8mr in goo. The quantity goo which yields
the energy according to the Newtonian definition is
indeed invariant under the class of transformations
maintaining Newtonian conditions. Its change is (as-
ymptotically) 2P, o, so that P would have to be 3/r to
affect goo to 1/r. This is not permitted, since then
go; o would be O(1/r'), i.e., the same size as space
derivatives of the metric. However, a wider class of
asymptotic transformations (which we are considering
here) is permissible in relativity. We therefore exhibit
a quantity which agrees with goo to order 1/r in New-
tonian frames and is invariant under the wider class;
this quantity will be seen to be the invariant h~. Under
the above assumptions that the metric is static and
spherically symmetric, it follows that the asymptotic
form of the metric is the Schwarzschild solution in a
static frame. Since gpp is invariant in all Newtonian
frames, we relate it to h~ in a particular one, namely
isotropic coordinates, where the Schwarzschild metric is
asymptotically
g,;& h;&(1+m/87''1) goo —1+m/8mr, go, 0-. (3.8)
Since hr is defined to be h, ,—(1/V') 8', ;h,; (see III), we
And for hr asymptotically" hr m/err~2(g oo+1). This
establishes that the canonical formulation's definition of
energy [Eq. (3.1)j gives the mass as measured by
Newtonian experiments. By the equivalence principle,
'8 It is shown in Appendix 3 of IVb that the operator (i/V')82;;
occurring in the definition of h~ preserves the leading asymptotic
form of h;;. Thus one can get h~ asymptotically by inserting the
asymptotic form of g;; in the formula for h~.
in the weak-field region at infinity. Our method is to
use the acceleration of a test particle at infinity to
measure the gravitational mass of the system, which,
also within the Newtonian framework is equal to the
inertial mass. In any frame, the acceleration of a test
particle in general relativity is governed by the geodesic
equation,
d'xi"/d7'+I'i' p(dx"/d7) (dxs/dr) =0. (3.6)
To analyze this motion by Newtonian means, several
restrictions must be imposed, however. First, as is the
case for our discussion, the metric must be sufficiently
weak, which is a restriction not only on the physical
situation but also on the coordinate system (since the
Newtonian formulation presupposes a rectangular back-
ground frame). Furthermore, the time derivatives of the
field must be much smaller than space derivatives, since
Newtonian theory is a static approximation. Next, in
Newtonian theory, the Poisson equation states that,
asymptotically, the field of any system is spherically
symmetric. The last requirement is that the velocity of
the test particle be small, i.e., dx'/dr 0. The g—eodesic
equation now reduces to
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this mass is the total energy of the system, and must
therefore be, by special relativity, the fourth component
of the energy-momentum vector. Since this mass is also
the E of Eq. (3.1), which we have seen to be the fourth
component of the vector P& [with I"defined by (3.4)],I'" is thus identi6ed as the physical momentum. The
above identification of the canonical I'& with that ob-
tained from Newtonian definitions was made for sys-
tems which had asymptotically Newtonian metrics; it is
an interesting question whether every metric which goes
to g„.as 1/r is asymptotically Newtonian in a suitable
frame.
IV. DISCUSSION
A number of different expressions for "energy" have
been proposed in general relativity in the past. These
have been based on the desire for a simple conservation
law of the form (q'aI""+q~&"),„=0in which E~""is the
stress tensor of the sources which appears in the
Einstein equations, while V'&&" is a quantity which does
not involve matter variables.
The richness of Riemannian geometry allows many
possibilities which exhibit various features of energy in
I orentz-covariant theory. Thus, requirements such
as symmetry, time derivatives entering only in 6rst
order, expressions having more coordinate invariance
than just I orentz invariance, and use only of the metric
(without explicit dependence on the Lorentz metric),
have all been factors in de6ning such W|.-&". However,
such requirements do not of themselves lead to an ex-
pression which arises from the basic physical meaning of
the energy of a system. Physically, the energy of the
gravitational field must agree with the de6nition of
energy of all other nongravitational systems. Thus, if
two systems interact, and in the first gravitation is
negligible before and after the interaction, then the
change in energy of the other system (including all
gravitational eGects) must agree with the change in
energy of the first (test) system. Since the meaning of
the word "energy" in the test system is unambiguous
(because it is in fiat space before and after its inter-
action), one is led to an unambiguous definition of the
gravitational system's energy based on this physical
conservation condition.
A necessary demand in the definition of energy has
thus been that, asymptotically, space is fiat (and so, of
course, that the gravitational system is bounded). Since
the reference system's energy is defined by Lorentz-
covariant concepts, it is not, for example, invariant
under arbitrary curvilinear transformations out of the
Cartesian frame, and thus one cannot require this for the
gravitational energy. [Of course, Lorentz-co variant
formulas can be written in an appropriately modified
form so as to hold in curvilinear coordinates; however,
this corresponds to no increased generality of the defini-
tion since it does not preserve form-invariance. )
This unambiguous physical definition of energy can be
translated into a formal one: One may define the energy
to be the numerical value of the generator of time
translations in a Heisenberg representation of the dy-
namics of the gravitational field. This means that, once
the field has been cast into canonical form in terms of its
true (unconstrained) degrees of freedom, its energy is
just the Hamiltonian. The requirement that one use a
Heisenberg representation, is, of course, equally vital
for all other dynamical systems, to exclude, for example,
Hamilton-Jacobi representations in which the Hamil-
tonian is rot the energy. For general relativity,
Heisenberg canonical formation is defined by a relation
of the form g„„(t)=g„„[p(t),q(t)$ not depending ex-
plicitly on time, and such that the field equations then
become Hamilton equations for q(t) and p(t), which are
therefore true canonical variables of the gravitational
field. The lack of explicit time dependence in g„,[p,qg is
essential in excluding Hamilton-Jacobi like representa-
tions. As in other physical systems, all Heisenberg
representations yield the same numerical value of the
Hamiltonian for a given physical situation and this
value is conserved (see IVa). It is now easy to see that
the above construction of the Hamiltonian properly
corresponds to our physical energy. For, when a non-
gravitational system is coupled to the 6eld, the coupling
leaves the Heisenberg relations g„„=g„„(p,q) unaltered
(since the canonical variables are, of course, unchanged
—see IV and V), while the addition of the Hamil-
tonian is the generally covariant generalization of the
matter Hamiltonian; i.e., H~[psr, q~, g„„] becomes
&sl[Piir, qv, g„„j.The total Hamiltonian is therefore
still conserved, precisely because g„„[p,q$ brings in
no explicit time dependence. Before and after the
interaction of the matter system with the gravitational
field, the former may be assumed to be at spatial
infinity and thus the total (conserved) Hamiltonian is
Ha+II~[p~, q~, g„,$ (bearing in mind the asymptoti-
cally fiat boundary conditions on our system). Thus Ha
represents the gravitational energy. Concretely, in the
Heisenberg representation governed by the coordinate
conditions (2.5) with q, p corresponding to g, ;r~, ~'&'r~,
we have seen that Ha is J'd'r q'0[gr ~ $ and thus-
'= J'd'r V'h—r in this frame.
Having established the correct definition for the
energy, one may then ask the (secondary) question of
how it may comeeiently be read off in any frame (which
is asymptotically fiat). One may also then investigate to
what extent various expressions proposed for "energy"
agree with the basic one—in particular, in what class of
frames this may be the case. The most convenient way
of obtaining the energy (i.e., the most invariant) was
then found to be from the coefficient of the leading 1/r
term in the asymptotic expansion of h . Due to the
invariance of hr to order 1/r, any frame in which
g„„g„„ndag„., go as—1/r may be used here. Another
useful expression is the surface integral form, gh~, ,dS;,,
which is invariant for frames with g„„going faster than
1/r; for the more general case, however, it was found
that the effect of "coordinate waves" could be removed
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only upon performance of an averaging procedure at
infinity. It can be shown that spatial averaging is suK-
cient for the canonical energy-momentum integrals
(2.1), (2.16). Note that both prescriptions share the
property of extracting the energy from knowledge of the
field configuration on a single space-like surface. With
respect to the earlier prescriptions proposed by various
authors (all of which are of the surface-integral type), it
was found that they varied considerably in applicability.
We discuss here the energy-momentum expressions, but
for simplicity use the word energy to stand for P&. Thus,
in one case it was found that the expression was in-
variant only under static coordinate transformations not
involving the time, and t'hat it yielded the energy only
for systems which admit of Newtonian frame, in which
g&„, ,))g p p so tllat. (gpp+1) —',hr. The original definition
of Einstein was invariant, and gave the energy, only
within frames with g„„, going faster than 1/r For.
coordinate waves, the expression couM not be kept
invariant; the same was found for Dirac's expression.
The surface-integral prescriptions of Landau-Lifshitz
and Papapetrou closely resemble the gdS, hr, , one, and
therefore are invariant linearly. In the presence of
coordinate waves, however, invariance can be achieved
here only if a time as well as a spatial averaging was
performed. In this sense, their prescriptions require
more than the field configuration at a given time. Similar
results were found for the momentum vector, with m'
playing the role of h~.
Finally, we mention that two required properties of
the energy were shown explicitly to hold for our dehni-
tion. The first, conservation, 8,+dS;hr, ,=O follows
from the asymptotic form of the h~, o Geld equation
(Appendix C). The second is that the inertial definition
of energy discussed above is equivalent to the definition
of energy in terms of Newtonian measurements at
spatial infinity for situations in which the latter is well
dehned.
APPENMX A
We give here an alternate proof that the transport
terms in Eq. (2.10),
(A.1)
do not contribute to PI'—PI"'. As mentioned in text, the
quadratic terms in II&', ' give negligible contributions in
the frame (2.5) since they are divergences. We first con-
sider only the energy contribution, p=O in (A.1). AllH"' (which are linearly invariant) reduce to g, ,;—g';;, ;
=—h, ,' linearly. We must therefore show that h, ; '
goes faster than 1/r' since $ need not vanish at infinity.
The constraint equations G'„=0 determine h ' ac-
cording to V'hr'= 9"'0' (see III). In the frame (2.5),
J"d'r( —1'o') is the Hamiltonian, and hence is bounded,
Consequently, the equation has the solution"
(A.2)
In the gradient h~, , therefore, the higher terms
OLf(/)/r'+'] are negligible, and so hr ~ (x'/47rr8)
)(J 1'"pd'r It. is clear, therefore, that hr, ;/ goes faster
than 1/r', and one need only consider
(A.3)
It was shown in III, however, that the Hamiltonian was
conserved in time in this frame, so that this last term is
zero (an alternate proof of conservation is given in
Appendix C).
The transport contribution to the momentum integrals
vanishes in the same fashion, due to the conservation of
P'= J'V', d'r in the canonical theory. All linearly in-
variant H&' differ from (H")c=—2ir'&' by quadratic
terms which are negligible in the transport integral. We
need, therefore, only examine ~'~', '$ . In the breakup of
m'&'into~'&rr'+(m' '+m. ' ') Eq. (3.4) shows that~' '
goes as P'/r'+0(r ' '). Since P' is a constant of the
motion, the contribution of (m', +ir', ,'), is negligible
(faster than 1/r'). In the remaining part, m. "rr, 'p, the
factor m. "rr' can go no slower than r '' Lse=e discussion
following Eq. (2.7)). Since oscillatory P go as 1/r, only
the static type need be considered. For static x'&'~~', its
derivatives are 1/r~i' and are negligible. Finally, oscil-
latorym "rr, cancel upon averaging with the static $ .
)Note that the averaging definition being used here,
gives zero for any oscillatory f; which vanishes faster
than 1/r.]
APPENDIX B
In this Appendix we show that, although (H&")c
= —2w'& is not a divergence, its surface integral is in-
variant upon averaging. This is due to its special
structure. We shall also show, as required in Sec. III,
that ~' is invariant to 0(1/r).
In examining the invariance of the surface integral
gir"dS;, we proceed as usual, transforming from the
reference frame (2.5). The transport terms are negligible
as mentioned in Appendix A, and one need only consider
the transformation of m'& itself through quadratic order.
This is obtained from the definition (2.5b) of m"
in terms of the metric. The linear contribution,
gdS;(P, ;, 5,;P ii), is identica—lly zero as may be seen
"The terms of higher order than 1/r are not necessarily the
usual multipole series since 9" 0' was not assumed to vanish outside
a 6nite region. The general form of the higher order terms is
discussed in Appendix A of IVb,
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by converting it to a volume integral. The quadratic
contributions are of two types: those involving the
product of a P times a metric quantity, and those
quadratic in P. The former may be simply disposed of.
They have the characteristic form m' 'P or h~ 'P;;
(this last type arising from the inhomogeneous term in
the I';; transformation). In the m' 'P, example, P,
goes as 1/r, while pr' ' goes faster than 1/r&. This be-
havior of m' ' is obtained from the fact that ~' '
=pr'~~~'+ (n', ~'+m. ~, ~'); the pr'"~~' must vanish faster
than 1/r& t see discussion following Eq. (2.7)], while
1/r' from Eq. (3.4). Thus this type does not
contribute. In the h& 'P. ;; type, P, ;;again can be 1/r
and oscillatory or 1/r' and static. The latter case does
not contribute, h~ ' being at least 1/t'. To treat the
oscillatory P, ;;, we note that h&~'= h&~~~'+h&~*'.
Again h& ~~' may be oscillatory, but goes at least as
1/r~', and hence cannot produce a contribution. The
h~~~' part is static to order 1/r )from Eq. (3.1)j and
hence, its product with the oscillatory 1/r part of P
vanishes when averaged.
The remaining transformation terms are then quad-
ratic in P. They are:
In spite of the fact that m '~' is not a divergence, it is easy
to see that each bracket in Eq. (8.1) is. All these terms,
therefore, vanish upon averaging by the analysis of
divergences following Eq. (2.11).It is interesting to note
that a critical factor in this proof was the position of the
indexes on m. '&'. Thus, if one had used either m' or x; on
the surface integral )these being numerically equal
asymptotically in frame (2.5)j, the analog of Eq. (8.1)
would fail to be a divergence, and the averaging would
not yield a coordinate-invariant result.
To show the invariance of pr' in order 1/r, we write the
transformation law for pr" in the form (2.9a),
The terms in the brace are symbolic for quadratic terms
which are products of metric quantities and P, while(P)P„)gs,tan,ds , for the divergence (B.1). We now
calculate how m', ; transforms from (B.2); we will see
that its change is oscillatory in order 1/r', so that the
change in pr' from these terms is still oscillatory and 1/r',
while the other terms in pr', ; are faster than 1/r' and
cannot affect pr' in order 1/r To obtain. pr', ; from pr'&', one
applies a linear operator as follows (see III):
~"=(1/~') ~'~ ~'"—p L(1/~') ~'*.Jr (1/~') ~'~ 1~'™
~lm (B 3)
Equation (B.2) relates functions of u"; all P are taken
at x&=a~, while the unspeci6ed metric quantities are
taken at x'I'= a&+P(a). The operator Q, ,; constructed
from 8,= 8/Ba', gives rise to pr', ;at x&= a" when applied
to pr"
~,=„and gives n. ', = 8/7r" at x'= a when applied
to ~'&'
~, , By inspection, this operator annihilates the
term (P, ;;—&;;P ~~) of Eq. (8.2). As is proven in
Appendix B of IVb, Q, ; maintains the leading asymp-
totic character of any power through 1/r' and gives no
1/r' terms from functions decreasing faster than 1/r'.
By Appendix A, and the present Appendix, all the re-
maining terms in Eq. (B.2) are of order 1/r~l' (or
higher) and oscillatory through order 1/r'. One has then
, +O(&ipse/&w~c) (B.4)
and thus pr'= pr"+O(1/r~') provided the 0 terms have
spatial (and not merely time) oscillations. To see that
this is the case, note that in Eq. (B.2), the terms
pr"'P, ~1/r~l', while in h~ '$; and (P, $~, ), q, the
derivatives of P are all spatial and thus in the absence
of net spatial oscillations in these terms they would fall
off faster than 1/r'. Finally, in the transport terms,
m. ", '$, the contribution from n. ', is negligible (as in
Appendix A), leaving only pr"r~, $ . In pr'&~~', time
oscillation necessarily implies spatial oscillation since
x'&~~ obeys the wave equation in leading order. The
proof of this is identical to that given in IVb for the
wave zone (where 7r'&~r e'~~/r). In IVb the nonlinear
terms in the Einstein equations were O(1/r') while past
the wave front they are shown in Appendix C to be
O(1/r~'). With the replacement of O(1/r') terms in
IVb by O(1/r~'), then, the IVb proof can be applied to
x'&' ~ past the wave front directly.
APPENDIX C
g;~,o=
7i o
(C.1a)2N('g) l(m'& ', g'&pr)+ gg(,—+q-, (';—)
—E('g) &('R "&—-'g'& '2)
+-',E('g)—~g'& (pr t "n- („——',m-')
—2E('g)—&(m-'"m-& —-'vr pr")
+('g)'(&~"—g"&~ i )
+~"i.~„+(~"&-i —&'i„~-'—&'i ~-), (C.1b)
where g,—=gp;, X—= (—g") ', m- —=g;pr'&' and the vertical
bar means covariant differentiation with respect to the
It is established here that, in the frame of Eq. (2.5),
all g„„except gpp, p go faster than 1/r asymptotically.
We will also show directly that the canonical formula-
tion's surface-integral definitions for PI" are constants in
time. It was seen in text that g;;, q goes faster than 1/r;
there remains to establish this property for g;;,o, goo, ;
and gp;, . In g;;,p —h;P~, p+h;;~, p, one knows that
h;P, p goes as 1/r&~'& by the discussion following Eq.
(2.7); further by Eqs. (A.2), (A.3), h;, ~, p goes faster
than 1/r. The behavior of gp„ is determined by the
coordinate conditions. We apply these to the 6eld
equations; for this purpose we revert to the three-
dimensional notation of IVb:
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three-metric g;, . In using these equations to determine
and X, it is important to remember that m'&'~~
goes as 1/r~+' (and may be oscillatory in this order),
while the remainder of ir", i.e., ~', ;, is of order 1/r (see
Appendix A). Separating out the linear part of Eq.
(C.ia), one has
g p g r r p+g r p 27r tjT T 2$ ~ l
+ (2m'+ it,),,+ (2ir &+ it,),,+0(r—'*'), (C.2a)
where the 0 represents the nonlinear terms. These are,
typically, (»—1)ir"rr and
ilail',
;. Equation (C.2a)
yields directly the stated behavior of p;, since g,;p,
m "rr, ir', ; are all faster than 1/r. In fact, by applying
the linear operator Q;,; of Appendix B, one finds
n',+0, = —2( ',+ir', )+Q;,[—2~l ",k+0(r ' ')]
The property of Q;; (derived in Appendix B of IVb),
relevant to our present purpose, is that the asymptotic
expansion of Q, ;[f'~]can be obtained from the asymp-
totic expansion of f' to within terms of order 1/r'. One
finds that, if f'™1/r", then Q;, ,[f] 1/r" for 3)m) 0
for n=3, Q;;[f] (l, nr)/8, and for e)3, Q, ,[f] 1/r'.
Hence, it;, goes as 1/r', and to this order is determined
by n. ',;. Thus, we may write z,=P'jr+0(r ' ') where
the first term indicates a formula like Eq. (3.4) but with
slightly different numerical coefFicients. Clearly, g;, p
then goes faster than 1/r, since P' is a constant of
motion. [We might note that this result for it, , o has been
obtained for the minimal behavior for the canonical
modes, i.e., 1/r&~'. If one has the slightly more rapid
behavior of 1/r', then it; 0 also goes as 1/r'. ]To obtain
», , we turn to Eq. (C.1b), where we again separate
linear terms:
ir"rr, o+(ir', +~&,) p
=-'V'g "rr—[8,,V'(1V+-'gr)
—(1V+-' r) ]+0,(r '*')+02(r"~'). (—C—.2b)
The leading nonlinear terms in 0&, typified by x"
are 1/r~' and oscillatory. The leading static term, 02,
is of order 1/r'+'. Such terms can come from (ir'&'rr)'
with cancellation of phases in oscillations. [The order of
the term (»—1)'R;, (»—1)V'g;;rr is a priori 1/r~l'
by boundary conditions on 1V—= (—g") &. It could only
be static if g;err is oscillatory and (1V—1) is oscillatory
in 1/r. But this possibility for» is contradicted by the
fact that the term (8;,P—8',,)» would be order 1/r and
no other term in (C.2b) is of this order. $ Applying the
operator Q;tr defined by (see III)
to Eq. (C.2b), we obtain
0= (8, V' 8', .)(1V+'g )+0,(—r i "')+02(-r '), (C.4)— —
since the operator Q,tr shares the asymptotic properties
of Q;,; (see also Appendix B of IVb), in that it leaves the
behavior of the oscillatory 1/rl+' terms unchanged and
can produce 1/r' terms from terms that are static and
asymptotically 1/r'+' Such 1/r' terms, however, are
necessarily of the quadrupole form I'2 tr~ (as follows from
Appendix A of IVb) and so have vanishing monopole
moment. Contracting on i and j and differentiating once
yields
7'(»+ 4igr) „=Oi „+02,;. (C.S)
dS; x' = —,'V'g;; —8 V' 2V —'g
(»+ 'g'), ' 3)dS, (C.&)—-
and the right-hand side vanishes identically upon con-
verting to a volume integral, since both terms in it have
vanishing divergence. "
"Note that the above proof is essentially the converse of the
results of Appendix A, that h~, ;0 goes faster than 1/r2 if I't' is
conserved; of course, the constancy of Et' was not assumed in
estimating the behavior of the right-hand side of Kqs. (C.6,7).
Hence (1V+~gr), , and thus»; itself falls off faster than
1/r. This follows from the fact that 1/V' of the oscil-
latory structure O~, ; maintains its asymptotic order,
while 1/P of the static 02, , goes faster than. 1/r since the
monopole moment of the source 02; vanishes. (A more
detailed proof of this follows directly from Appendix A
of IVb.) On the other hand, while xigr, o does indeed go
faster than 1/r, (since gr P'/r) it is clear that the
above argument does not hold for E,p, since 02, p is not a
spatial divergence. As in the lV, ;. case, O~, p produces no
1/r terms; 02 0 can still have a 1/r part, if it is time-
oscillatory. Due to the fact that this part is proportional
to I'&, no 1nr/r terms arise upon inverting P, as only a
Yoo term could produce a 1nr/r (see Appendix A of
IVb). Thus, (»+4gr) 0 may start as f(t)/r with f(t)
oscillatory; hence E differs asymptotically from —4'g~
by f(t)/r terms. [Such a term, of course, would not
destroy our boundary conditions on g„„—q„„which an
f(t) t would. ]The f(t)/r behavior of », o was all that
was required for any of the proofs in the text. It is
interesting to note, however, that f(t)/r can easily
be removed by a coordinate transformation where
P J'dt f(t)/r. In this new frame one does have», o
going faster than 1/r.
Finally, we show directly that the canonical formal-
ism's expressions for energy-momentum in the frame
(2.5) are constants of motion. One merely computesj'dS;(—g;) 0 and j'dS;(—2n. "),o. This is done easily
from the asymptotic field equations. One has from
Eq. (C.2a)
g .~0= gii, o'= [2»('g)'*~ 2g ir+2rti —~ i],i (C.6)
From the above discussion, the third member of Kq.
(C.6) goes at least as 1/r~!', so that the surface integral
vanishes. Similarly, one may evaluate m'~, p from Eq.
(C.2b). One has
